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1 Let everyone
down after
getting naked (5)
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4 Will mates let
loose when
camping? (9)
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22 Honestly, Dicky,
in a way that's
very sneaky
(2,3,3)
23 Say yes to a cold
pint after church
(6)
26 A bit of me
wants Rod's bird
in France (5)
27 In those days
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12 Two ways to
hang around with
a model (8)

20 Seville's bitter,
love, going to
storm about noon
(4,6)

17

18

11 Are both sides
going to send a
letter? (6)

19 Dude from the
east, Earl
somebody (4)

8

13

10 Talk about taking
a time to pass gas
(5)

16 Reaction to bad
ham coming on
at xmas event?
(4)
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10
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9 Hoskins in
terrible balls-up,
that's not half
likely (9)

14 How I left
hospital?
Wetting myself!
(2,8)
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Mark mostly put
on Gold or True
(9)

29

4 TV's just the
same all over
earth (4)

17 Wonder if Dot's
heard about
Charlie's lie (9)

28 Right hoax about
this chap rising
again (9)

5 You must cook
these with water,
darling (10)

18 A pair of
beauties in Nuts
(8)

29 Bet you'll find
one handy in
Transylvania (5)

6 What Richard
wanted for a
certain quantity
(6)

21 She takes an age
over The Listener
(6)

Down
1 Slur like woman
on fifth of tequila
(9)

7 English people
tackling
Frenchman about
a smell? (9)

2 To get to know
rector, bend over
(5)

8 Troy's
embarrassed
about a crush (5)

3 Trash can be
recycled in
weight when
metal (5,3)

13 Do it with tutor
and friend from
class (10)
15 I seem most
awkward on
occasion (9)

22 Tender way to
get rid of the
wife in Bow? (5)
24 Kiss model
during date or
say bye? (5)
25 Banging set in
Latitude (2,2)

